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ABSTRACT

High-temperature superconducting (HTS) trapped field magnets can generate and maintain stable, high magnetic fields without requiring
external power supplies. Recently, HTS-stacked ring magnets have garnered significant attention due to their flexible geometry, robust
mechanical strength, and proven trapped field performance. In this study, we examine the magnetization characteristics of HTS-stacked ring
magnets and observed a trapped field higher than the applied field during field cooling magnetization. We also observed that by inserting
HTS stacks into the hollow cavity of the HTS-stacked rings, the center field ceased to exhibit an increased center field. Our analysis revealed
that the unique induced current distribution and the penetration sequence are the underlying causes. Inspired by the investigation results,
we explored deeper into the magnetization properties and identified that a final trapped field higher than the applied field can be achieved
through proper design and magnetization of the HTS-stacked ring magnets. However, even though the trapped central field experiences an
increase, this does not translate into an increment in the total trapped flux. Instead, a redistribution of the flux is observed. These findings
hold significant implications for the design and application of superconducting magnets.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0165643

I. INTRODUCTION

Trapped field high-temperature superconducting (HTS)
magnets are widely investigated for applications such as nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), HTS machines, and Maglev, which require
high and stable magnetic fields.1–8 Due to the zero resistance under
the critical temperature, HTS materials can maintain their current
once magnetized. While HTS bulk materials based on ReBCO
(Re: rare earth) have been thoroughly studied for their ability to trap
more than 17 T,9–11 HTS stacks based on short HTS tapes have
recently garnered attention by achieving even higher trapped fields
than those of HTS bulks.12–14 However, the size and mechanical
strength issues still restrict the application of HTS bulk materials,
and the HTS stacks also face size limitations.15–17 Recent observa-
tions show trapped fields in hydrides with near-room-temperature
critical temperatures under high pressures. These findings offer new
insights for trapped field superconductor research. Yet, high-pressure
challenges hinder practical applications.18–20

HTS ring magnets with persistent current loops in HTS tapes
offer a flexible and attractive option for the large-size HTS trapped
field magnet design. In contrast to HTS bulks and stacks, HTS ring
magnets produced with long commercial 2G HTS tapes can be
made in various sizes.21–27 The feasibility of fabricating jointless
tape-based HTS magnets with persistent current was first demon-
strated with a single long HTS tape using the “wind-and-flip”
method. However, the flip process and long ends of this design
make it mechanically weak.21 To achieve a large and strong mag-
netic field, our group proposed a new HTS trapped field ring
magnet design in 2017 by stacking split HTS tapes and creating a
hollow cylinder in the middle.24 Inspired by the outcomes of this
study, we further investigated the trapped field performance under
lower temperatures and a 200-layer double-stacked HTS ring
magnet with wax impregnation achieved a trapped field of 4.6 T in
2020.27 To optimize spatial utilization and further enhance trapped,
the idea of filling the central space with additional HTS materials
came naturally. Shi et al. studied the field distribution of a hybrid
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ring composed of a ring-shaped magnet and a hollow Bi-2223
tube. The results demonstrated that the declination could be effec-
tively compensated by adjusting the positioning of the Bi-2223
tube.26 Sheng et al. proposed hybridizing round HTS stacks with
HTS-stacked rings and “wind-and-flip” coils, respectively, to
increase the overall magnet size and magnetic field strength.25 Both
pulsed field magnetization (PFM) and persistent current switch
(PCS) were studied for the hybrid samples, demonstrating the feasi-
bility of the concepts. However, these studies of hybrid HTS ring
magnets were conducted at 77 K with low fields and a small
number of tapes. To investigate the capability of hybrid HTS ring
magnets with a higher trapped field as well as the magnetization
mechanism of the hybrid HTS-stacked ring magnets, our group
demonstrated a novel hybrid HTS-stacked ring magnet with two
small HTS bulks in the center of the ring magnets. The hybrid
magnet was magnetized to a level of 7.35 T through field cooling28

and a two-stage magnetization process was verified.
In this study, we further studied the magnetization characteris-

tics of HTS-stacked ring magnets and observed a distinct center
field ascent during the field cooling (FC) magnetization process,
which was not observed when HTS stacks were inserted. An
in-depth investigation was conducted with numerical simulation to
figure out the mechanisms driving field ascent and the difference
between the sample with and without inserts. It revealed that the
unique field penetration sequence and induced current distribution
in the HTS-stacked rings play an important role in the center field
rising. Based on our findings, we carried out a further study into
the magnetization characteristics of HTS-stacked ring magnets with
and without HTS stack inserts and uncovered the possibility of
achieving a trapped field higher than the initially applied field by
the FC process. 2D models were employed to further explain the
field ascent from the perspective of magnetic flux and field distri-
bution. This finding and study hold considerable implications for
the design and application of HTS trapped field magnets, especially
in how to more effectively achieve trapped fields under limited
external field conditions.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

An HTS-stacked ring magnet was fabricated using a newly
designed sample holder capable of providing mechanical support
while holding HTS stacks and sensors, as shown in Fig. 1. The two-
layer HTS-stacked rings are fabricated with 12 mm Fujikura
FESC-SCH tapes, with each layer consisting of 80 HTS tapes. The
two HTS stacks are made with 12 mm S-Innovations tapes, featur-
ing a 10–15 μm PbSn coating on two sides. Each stack comprises
90 cut tapes, each measuring 20 mm in length and 12mm in
width. As depicted in Fig. 1, the completed hybrid HTS ring
magnet has a length of 83 mm and a width of 46 mm, constrained
by the bore size of the magnetization magnet. A Lakeshore
HGT-2101 hall sensor (H1) is in the center of the sample. A
1mm-thick PCB with 10 Hall sensors (H2–H11) is attached to the
bottom of the sample holder, and two Cernox SD temperature
sensors are fixed at the cover and center of the sample, as shown in
Fig. 2. All the sensors have been calibrated. The sample holder’s
bottom is 2 mm thick, and the Hall sensors are also 2 mm thick, so

the trapped fields are measured at a distance of 5 mm above the
sample. The finished sample is shown in Fig. 3.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

An ICE 12 T wide bore magnet was used to magnetize the
sample through a field cooling (FC) process. To minimize tempera-
ture rise during magnetization, the field ramping down rate was set
at 0.075 T/min, and the cooling power for the sample was adjusted
in real-time to maintain the temperature at around 25 K. First, the
HTS-stacked ring magnet, without HTS stack inserts, was magne-
tized using a 4.5 T applied field. Then, the sample was measured
two more times: once with the HTS stacks inserted in the center
and an applied field of 5 T, and a second time with an increased
applied field of 8.5 T. Between each magnetization, the sample was
heated to 100 K to quench.

FIG. 2. Arrangement of the sensors.

FIG. 1. Scheme of the HTS-stacked ring magnet samples.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the center field of the HTS-stacked rings
during magnetization was measured with an applied field of 4.5 T.
After a 15 min flux creep, the trapped field at the center is 3.79 T,
and the fields at 5 mm above are shown in Fig. 5. The curve of
sensor H1 exhibited an obvious ascent followed by a subsequent
descent until the end of magnetization. This finding suggests that
the combination of the center field trapped by the HTS-stacked
rings and the external field surpassed the initially applied field, an
intriguing phenomenon not observed in previous magnetization
tests of HTS trapped field magnets. The field curves for H2–H11
did not show such movement. The temperatures at the center and

cover of the sample are shown in Fig. 6. During magnetization,
both temperature sensors exhibit a minor temperature increase,
however, this increment is less than one degree. Such a minimal
rise in temperature is unlikely to significantly impact the properties
of the Hall sensor. The temperature of the cover is found to be
higher than that at the center, primarily due to the cold helium gas
that cools the sample from the bottom, consequently establishing a
temperature gradient from the bottom to the top of the sample.

To further explore this field ascent phenomenon, the sample
was inserted with HTS stacks and magnetized again. As shown in
Fig. 7, the field at the center of the sample stayed stable until the
end of magnetization with a 5 T applied field which indicated the
hybrid sample may not be fully penetrated. Then, the applied field

FIG. 3. The finished sample.

FIG. 4. Field values during the magnetization of HTS-stacked rings with 4.5 T
applied field.

FIG. 5. Trapped field distribution at 5 mm above the HTS-stacked rings under
4.5 T applied field.

FIG. 6. Temperatures of the cover and center of the sample during 4.5 T
magnetization.
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for magnetization was increased to 8.5 T and the field curves are
depicted in Fig. 8. At elevated magnetic fields, the hybrid sample
manifested indications of full penetration with a decrease in the
center field before the end of magnetization. The final center
trapped field is 6.6 T and no upward trend was observed through-
out the entire process. The fields at H2–H11 positions exhibit the
same ramping-down trends for both magnetization tests. As dem-
onstrated in Figs. 9 and 10, a similar rise in temperature occurs
during both the 5 and 8.5 T magnetization processes. This confirms
that the ascension of the central field in the 4.5 T magnetization of

the HTS-stacked ring magnet is not due to temperature
fluctuations.

In light of the above experimental tests, one may infer that the
existence of HTS stack inserts can affect the observed center field
ascending trend in the HTS-stacked rings. This finding has sparked
interest because it suggests that the HTS-stacked rings possess mag-
netization characteristics distinct from the other HTS trapped field
magnets. This characteristic may potentially have significant impli-
cations for the design of HTS trapped field magnets and will be
studied further with numerical models.

FIG. 7. Field values during 5 T FC magnetization of the hybrid HTS-stacked
ring magnet.

FIG. 8. Field values during 8.5 T FC magnetization of the hybrid HTS-stacked
ring magnet.

FIG. 9 Temperatures of the cover and center of the sample during 5 T
magnetization.

FIG. 10. Temperatures of the cover and center of the sample during 8.5 T
magnetization.
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IV. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

To further investigate the underlying reason for this phenome-
non, a comprehensive numerical study was conducted to evaluate
the current, penetration, and field distributions of the hybrid
magnet during the magnetization process. To this end, a 3D
numerical model was developed based on the homogenized H for-
mulation using Comsol Multiphysics.25 The governing equation for
this model is given by Eq. (1),

μ0μr
@H
@t

þ ∇� ρ∇� Hð Þ ¼ 0; (1)

ρ ¼ E0
Jc(θ, B)

� J
Jc(θ, B)

� �n�1

, (2)

where magnetic field intensity H = [Hx, Hy, Hz] are the variables. ρ
is the resistivity of HTS materials. The relative permeability μr is
assumed to be 1 for substrate layers and copper stabilizers which
are non-magnetic materials. ρ is deduced from the E–J power law
as shown in Eq. (2). E0 is the critical current criterion equal to
100 μV/m and n is the power law exponent which is set as 21. In
the numerical model, the magnetic field dependence of critical
current density Jc(θ, B) is considered using direct interpolation of
measurements at 25 K for both Fujikura tapes and S-Innovations

FIG. 12. Scheme of the homogenized model for the hybrid HTS-stacked ring magnet.

FIG. 11. Center field at the samples during magnetizations.

FIG. 13. Induced currents at each domain of HTS-stacked rings and center
field during magnetization.
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tapes. Homogenization is utilized to expedite the calculation, where
10 tapes are homogenized into one domain for the HTS-stacked
rings, while 5 short tapes are represented by one domain for the
HTS stacks. The field cooling condition is simulated by regulating
the applied field using the Dirichlet boundary condition. As the
actual field ramping rate is relatively slow, and the associated tem-
perature change is minimal, the model does not consider heat
generation.

To verify the accuracy of the numerical model, the trapped
fields obtained through both experiments and simulations are com-
pared in Fig. 11. It reveals good agreement between the two results,
including the center field ascent of the HTS-stacked rings, which
will be discussed in detail later. In Fig. 12, a schematic diagram of
the cross section of the hybrid HTS magnet is presented. The
closed side and open side are used to refer to the two sides of the

HTS-stacked rings, according to the shape. The numbers corre-
spond to combinations of the upper and lower domains, with each
domain comprising 10 HTS tapes.

The investigation begins with the induced current at each
domain during the magnetization process of the HTS-stacked rings
with 4.5 T applied field. As illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14, the
induced currents from 1 to 8 domains are presented by Cn. As the
rings are constructed using split tapes, Cn and Cn0 should theoreti-
cally be identical, representing currents within the same loop.
Therefore, we have not included a separate discussion on Cn0. It
can be observed that C1–C8, C2–C7, C3–C6, and C4–C5 exhibit
similar values and trends during the magnetization, respectively.
The innermost rings (C8) have almost the same induced current as

FIG. 14. Induced current density of the HTS-stacked rings.

FIG. 15. Induced currents at each domain of ring-shaped HTS bulk material
and center field during magnetization.

FIG. 16. Induced current density of the ring-shaped HTS bulk material.

FIG. 17. Center field of the HTS-stacked ring magnet with and without HTS
stack inserts.
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the outermost rings (C1), especially at the end of magnetization,
owing to the parallel stacking method employed in the
HTS-stacked rings. The difference between C1–C8, C2–C7, C3–C6,
and C4–C5 is considered to be influenced by the asymmetry of the
geometry and the trapped field of the HTS-stacked rings. If there is
only one layer of HTS-stacked rings, the induced currents should
be symmetrically equal from the inside out in theory.

The field penetration is revealed in Fig. 14. The inner and
outer domains are simultaneously penetrated toward the middle
domains, which is consistent with the induced current curves. For
comparison, an alternative model is built in which the HTS bulk
material with the same geometry as HTS-stacked rings is employed.
As shown in Fig. 15, the induced current is lower in the inner
domains which means they are less penetrated, and the center field

does not rise during the magnetization process. The final trapped
field by the HTS bulk ring is slightly lower. The HTS bulk material
is penetrated from the outer domains to the inner domains, which
agrees with the traditional penetration rule as illustrated in Fig. 16.
Based on this comparative study, we can conclude that the penetra-
tion sequence and the associated current distribution are the causes
of this unique center field ascent.

As it is mentioned above, with the presence of the HTS stacks,
the field in the center ceases to rise during magnetization. To figure
out the reason, we calculated the hybrid HTS-stacked ring magnet
with a 4.5 T applied field for a comparative study. The center field
of the hybrid magnet exhibits the same stable value as shown in
Fig. 17. The total induced current in the HTS-stacked rings, as well
as that in half of the HTS stacks, are illustrated in Fig. 18. In the
case of a hybrid design, the total induced current within the rings
is slightly reduced, and there is induced current shared in the HTS
stacks during the magnetization. Due to the asymmetric field of
HTS-stacked rings, the HTS stacks are penetrated asymmetrically
in the z-x plane and symmetrically in the z-y plane,25 but it still
follows the penetration law of ordinary HTS materials, i.e., the pen-
etration occurs from the outside to the inside. Figure 19 provides a
more direct representation that the induced current within the
innermost domains, which has the greatest impact on the center
field, is noticeably reduced due to the presence of HTS stack
inserts. In brief, the two factors, reduced current in the inner
domains and HTS stacks sharing current, are the reasons why the
hybrid sample did not see the center field ascent.

Based on the above analysis, we figured out that the unique
parallel stacking method, which makes the induced currents of the
inner domains approximately equal to those of the outer domains,
drives the center field rising during magnetization. The existence of
HTS stack inserts that reduced and share the induced current in
the rings can suppress this phenomenon. However, the analysis
pushed us to consider what would happen to the center field, if the

FIG. 18. Total induced current in the HTS-stacked rings and the induced
current in the HTS stacks.

FIG. 19. Induced current in each domain of HTS-stacked rings.

FIG. 20. Center field of the double-turn HTS-stacked ring magnets with and
without HTS stack inserts.
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HTS-stacked rings have more turns and larger sizes. It is important
to note that increasing the number of turns in HTS ring magnets
results in an increased length, which surpasses the limitations of
the wide bore magnet. Consequently, the subsequent investigation
is primarily based on numerical simulations. By doubling the turns
for the HTS-stacked rings and keeping the width of the central
space unchanged, we conducted a thorough examination of the
magnetization characteristics.

Figure 20 illustrates the center field during 4.5 T magnetiza-
tion of the doubled HTS-stacked rings. The center field keeps
ramping up until it peaks before the end of magnetization. The
highest achieved field is 5.2 T and the final field markedly exceeds
the applied field by around 0.4 T, which is a feat that cannot be
achieved by HTS bulks or stacks alone. The center field of the
hybrid one does not exhibit such an increase, but a stable straight
line. These results reveal the possibility of achieving a trapped field
which is higher than the applied field with HTS-stacked ring
magnets.

The field penetration in Fig. 21 indicates that the rings of both
models are far from fully penetrated and the current is mainly
induced in the innermost and outermost domains at the end of
magnetization. However, Fig. 22 depicts the current distribution in
the z-x cross section which shows the penetration pattern of the
HTS stacks is partially magnetized reversely. The induced current

FIG. 21. Induced current density of the double-turn HTS magnet. (a) HTS-stacked ring magnet and (b) hybrid HTS-stacked ring magnet.

FIG. 22. Penetration of the z−x cross section of the HTS stacks during
magnetization. FIG. 23. The total induced current within ring domains and HTS stack domains.
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directions in regions A and B are opposite and evident. As area A
is located closer to the center where the field would experience an
ascending trend in the absence of HTS stacks, the induced current
in this area serves to prevent the field from increasing.

The total induced currents in the ring domains and stack
domains are illustrated in Fig. 23. The induced current in the ring
domains is similar for both models. However, the HTS stack model
exhibits the induction of a reverse current, which is consistent with
the analysis of current distribution in the HTS stacks. This reverse
current serves to suppress the ascending trend of the center field.

To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the field ascent
phenomenon, specifically concerning trapped magnetic flux and
field distribution, 2D homogenized models are built. Assuming the

infinite length of the HTS-stacked rings, the gap on the open side
(as depicted in Fig. 11) can be reduced to match that of the closed
side, resulting in the configuration depicted in Fig. 24. Following
the parallel stacking method, the induced current within the
HTS-stacked rings follows the equation Cn + Cn’ = 0. As a point of
comparison, a model without current restrictions, which behaves
like normal HTS bulk material, is also calculated.

The center field profiles of the two models are presented in
Fig. 25. While the center field of the HTS-stacked rings continues
to rise until the end of magnetization, the center field of the HTS
bulk material decreases steadily from the outset of magnetization.
This observation further confirms the feasibility of achieving a
trapped field that exceeds the applied field. Figure 26 illustrates the

FIG. 24. 2D HTS-stacked ring models with infinite length.

FIG. 25. Center field of the 2D models: (a) HTS-stacked rings. (b) HTS bulk material.
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final trapped field along the y axis direction. Compared to the HTS
bulk material, the trapped field of the HTS-stacked rings exhibits a
higher center field with a more concave shape in the central area.
However, in the HTS material region, the field of the HTS-stacked
rings drops rapidly to less than half of its center field, which is
attributed to the unique distribution of induced current and pene-
tration sequence. The HTS bulk material, on the other hand, main-
tains a broad flat field across the HTS area, following the
conventional magnetization law of HTS materials.

Figure 27 depicts the change in the y axis magnetic flux across
the center cross line. Initially, both models have the same magnetic
flux. However, the flux of the HTS-stacked rings decreases more

rapidly, resulting in a lower trapped flux along the center cross line.
This indicates that even though the HTS-stacked rings can achieve
a higher center trapped field, it does not necessarily translate into a
higher total trapped flux in the entire center area. The final mag-
netic energy of the HTS-stacked rings is 15 661 J/m, while that of
the HTS bulk material is 16 056 J/m. This result can be explained
through the concept of magnetic flux pinching. The higher induced
current in the inner HTS domains leads to more flux lines being
compressed or concentrated in a specific center area, but the overall
flux lines cannot be increased. As a result, the field outside the
center area decreases rapidly, as observed in Fig. 26.

V. SUMMARY

This study presents an in-depth investigation of tape-based
HTS-stacked ring magnets, revealing a unique field ascent phenom-
enon during magnetization that can be avoided through the use of
HTS stack inserts. Numerical simulations show that the higher
current induced in the inner domains of the HTS-stacked rings
causes the center field ascent, while the HTS stacks can reduce the
current in the inner domains, preventing the center field from
rising. Additionally, by doubling the turns of the HTS-stacked
rings, a trapped field higher than the initially applied field can be
achieved with field cooling magnetization. This characteristic is
unique to HTS-stacked ring magnets and has not been found in
other HTS trapped field magnets. Furthermore, HTS stack inserts
can be induced with reverse currents to maintain the center field
during magnetization. Despite achieving a higher center field, the
trapped flux of HTS-stacked ring magnets is not higher than that
of the similarly sized HTS bulk material, as demonstrated by an
analysis of the trapped field distribution and magnetic flux
variation.
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